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Reception Desk
evolutión® classic BZ-DDAR in white laminate with blue etch effect acrylic privacy screen

Looking at this beautifully, clean, light contemporary reception

area, it is hard to believe that just a few weeks previously it

was awash with dark stained softwood, plum velour seating

and exposed brick walls. The strength of all good designers is

to be able to see not what is before them, but the potential

that that space holds, and when Accent Office Interior’s team

began work on this project, they already had a very clear vision

for this interior in mind.

Naturally a key feature of any reception area, the

reception desk must offer functionality and also sympathetic

aesthetics that ideally blend with the designer's interior

scheme. A role this evolution® classic BZ-DDAR performs

perfectly. “We knew Clarke Rendall produced some very

clean, modern looking reception desks, which were ideal

for the designer feel we wanted to create” commented the

Accent design team. “The blue acrylic upstand sits perfectly

in this kind of contemporary environment”. 

Using high quality product photography and a cad block

of the final desk available from the Clarke Rendall website,

Accent produced some polished visualisations of the final

installation. As Accent puts it “Access to good quality

photography of the finished product is invaluable when it

comes to showing the client how the final project will look,

and Clarke Rendall provided all that was needed.” 

To learn more about the expansive level of support that

comes as standard when you specify an evolution® reception

desk, call our support team now on 019089 391600, or visit our

comprehensive website.

Crisp, minimal design and modern materials ensure that
the evolutión® classic Z can blend beautifully into a
light and contemporary environment

Integral blue led 
plinth lighting adds to
the sophistication
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